
Facility Flooring  

LOGIC 

Aluminium Grid Matting 
 

 

 Efficient High Capacity Grid  

 Finishes for all applications  

 Elegant seamless panels 

 Matwell or surface fitting  

 Long term warranty 

 

LOGIC Aluminium Grid Matting 
Interior - ACTIVE Tread, Exterior - Rib Rubber Tread 

 
LOGIC solid construction is performing in the most demanding LOGIC is out front at many leading High Street facilities. Its 

clean 

commercial entranceway environments. 

 
LOGIC scraper channel grid, complete with active pile wipers 

ensures maximum moisture and debris removal and retention 

greatly enhancing safety levels in wet conditions. 

lines and elegant appearance make it an easy choice for 

any commercial installation. LOGIC provides a compelling 

alternative wherever aluminium grid matting is preferred. 

 
A closed construction design, LOGIC deals with windblown 

and footborne grit avoiding the need to constantly lift the 

matting for cleaning. The LOGIC ‘U’ channel ensures 

optimum collection of moisture and soilage at the contact 

tread surface from where it can be easily removed by 

vacuum cleaning. 

 
With a range of contact treads to suit internal or outdoor 

installations, 

specification. 

LOGIC is an ideal choice for any matting 

 

 

 

 
 

LOGIC entrance matting systems are manufactured to ISO9002 

standards and conform to BS8300 DDA regulations. The EMD 

warranty is built on an inventory of industry leading materials for 

long, dependable service. 

LOGIC is manufactured in single width panels of up to 4 

metres in length for a seamless appearance and can be 

supplied to suit any depth of recess frame. 

 
Frames: Available in aluminium, brass or stainless steel. 

Straight lengths or notched profiles for site adjustment to 

curves. Choice of ramp and threshold profile for surface 

fitment. 

 

 

LOGIC 12mm with Anthracite PolyRIB Tread 

LOGIC 18mm with Anthracite ACTIVE Tread 

085 1234 899 

info@facilityflooring.ie 

www.facilityflooring.ie 

 

Description 

 
LOGIC is a primary matting system for specification in commercial applications where the removal of footborne and wheeled-

in soilage at entranceways is essential in retail stores, airports, shopping centres, schools and hospitals. LOGIC will withstand 

heavy and wheeled traffic use. The matting can be supplied in single width panels of up to 4000mm for a seamless 

appearance and can easily be supplied to the most demanding design requirement. The modules may be surface laid or 

recess fitted as required. All contact treads are replaceable for refurbishment purposes. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LOGIC 
Aluminium Grid Entrance Matting 

 

  
 
 

TECHNICAL Specification 

 
Reference: LOGIC Aluminium Grid Entrance Matting 

Conformity: Manufactured to ISO9002 Standard. Conforms to current BS8300 DDA regulations. 

Grid construction: Aluminium - minimum 80% recycled content in closed construction format. 

Treads: From ACTIVE / PolyRIB / BRUSH / Rubber Rib ranges 

Total thickness: 12mm or 18mm 

Module Size: LOGIC panels are manufactured specifically to customer requirements. 

Panels widths up to 4000mm left to right as required. 

Fire rating: Class: Low BS 4790 (Hot Metal Nut Test): 1987 mean radius 

of burning BS EN150 11925:2002, BS EN9239-1: Crucial 

radian flux test 

 

 

TYPICAL Specification 

N10 GENERAL FIXTURES/FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT 
300 ENTRANCE MATTING / 40 MISCELLANEOUS FITTINGS 

 
Reference: LOGIC Aluminium Grid Entrance Matting 

Manufacturer: Entrance Matting Direct Limited (0161 720 8077) 

Size: As detailed 

Height: 12mm or 18mm 

Tread Colour: To be determined 

Installation: Recessed in matwell or surface-laid with ramping frame. 

 

 


